Background
Our team explores the applicability of combat simulation to networks, information, and integration
Course of action evaluation & metrics for planning Decision methodologies for mobile battlefield commanders Extension of combat modeling mathematics Application of data mining techniques on simulation results to analyze tactical operations

BTO computes control based on combat power projection as a function of position, asset distribution, weapon system effectiveness, probabilities of hit and kill, and damage
A dynamic diagram updated as a battle progresses to aid the commander in timely prediction of crucial events
The prototype is currently linked into streaming data from One Semi-Automated Forces (OneSAF) combat simulation to demonstrate ownership display
Battlespace Data
To emulate battlespace data sources in laboratory conditions, we used OneSAF 
Modified OneSAF to produce data files containing both force interactions (combat) and entity status (logistics)
Developed a Southwest Asia scenario depicting a company-sized assault on a numerically superior defense
